Recent numerical relativity simulations within the Einstein-Maxwell-(charged-)Klein-Gordon (EMcKG) system have shown that the non-linear evolution of a superradiantly unstable ReissnerNordström black hole (BH) enclosed in a cavity, leads to the formation of a BH with scalar hair. Perturbative evidence for the stability of such hairy BHs has been independently established, confirming they are the true endpoints of the superradiant instability. The same EMcKG system admits also charged scalar soliton-type solutions, which can be either stable or unstable. Using numerical relativity techniques, we provide evidence that the time evolution of some of these unstable solitons leads, again, to the formation of a hairy BH. In some other cases, unstable solitons evolve into a (bald) Reissner-Nordström BH. These results establish that the system admits two distinct channels to form hairy BHs at the threshold of superradiance: growing hair from an unstable (bald) BH, or growing a horizon from an unstable (horizonless) soliton. Some parallelism with the case of asymptotically flat boson stars and Kerr BHs with scalar hair is drawn.
I. INTRODUCTION
In two recent papers [1, 2] , we have investigated the non-linear evolution of the superradiant instability of a Reissner-Nordström (RN) black hole (BH), triggered by a charged scalar field confined to a cavity, which surrounds the BH. This system is not only afflicted by superradiant instabilities -unlike asymptotically flat RN BHs [3, 4] -but also allows a sufficiently fast development of the instability [5] [6] [7] [8] , and hence a fully non-linear numerical treatment of the evolution. Moreover, within this system, superradiant instabilities occur even within spherical symmetry, making their treatment simpler.
Using numerical relativity techniques, we evolved in [1, 2] the Einstein-Maxwell-(charged-)Klein-Gordon (EMcKG) system, and showed that the endpoint of the instability is a hairy BH of the sort first discussed in [9] (see also [10] ). In the appropriate gauge, the scalar hair is a stationary state characterized by a real frequency that equals the threshold frequency for the superradiant instability. Thus, these BHs exist at the threshold of superradiance, making them charged analogues of the (rotating) Kerr BHs with scalar [11, 12] and Proca hair [13] discovered in asymptotically flat spacetime (see also [14] [15] [16] for generalizations with charge and self-interactions and [17] [18] [19] for analogue solutions in higher dimensions).
Besides the hairy BHs, the same EMcKG system allows for soliton-like solutions, which are everywhere regular and horizonless [20, 21] . Indeed, the hairy BHs may be regarded as a bound state of these solitons with a horizon, in the same way that Kerr BHs with scalar (or Proca) hair can be regarded as a bound state of rotating boson stars [22] (or rotating Proca stars [23] 1 ) with a horizon (see, e.g. [26, 27] , for discussions of horizons inside solitons). In [20, 21] the linear stability of the EMcKG solitons in a cavity was recently addressed and it was shown that some of these solutions are unstable against linear spherical perturbations. A natural question to ask is what is the end-point of the instability and, in particular, if the decay of these unstable solitons could yield a different channel for the formation of the aforementioned hairy BHs.
In this paper we shall address these questions, by using similar numerical methods to the ones used in [1, 2] . As we shall discuss below, there are different possible schemes to consider when evolving these EMcKG solitons. The reason is that the "cavity", which is something virtual for the stationary soliton solutions, needs to be made concrete, and imposes a concrete rule in the dynamical evolution of the system. Different schemes result from a different choice of rule, and ultimately, they reflect different dynamical problems. We shall illustrate this explicitly, by considering two different schemes. For these two possibilities, albeit we observe some quantitative and qualitative differences, there is a universal feature: we shall provide numerical evidence that indeed a hairy BH at the threshold of superradiance may form from the decay of an unstable soliton. But we also observe, for both schemes, that some unstable solitons decay into a (bald) RN BH, rather than a hairy one. This paper is organized as follows. We start in section II by briefly describing the stationary solitonic solutions of the EMcKG system in a cavity [20, 21] , which we have reproduced, and that will provide us with the initial data for our numerical evolutions. The framework for these evolutions is briefly reviewed in section III, wherein both schemes are discussed and the corresponding numerical results are presented. Finally, in section IV, we provide some further discussion of our results and allude to potential issues of our methods. Furthermore, we speculate about the implications of our findings to the rotating, asymptotically flat case.
II. STATIONARY SOLITONS OF THE EMCKG SYSTEM IN A CAVITY
A. The framework
We consider the following action, describing the EMcKG system (here we follow precisely the same conventions as in [20, 21] , which allows a direct comparison with the results therein):
where we have used standard notation: g is the metric determinant, R is the Ricci scalar, µ is the scalar field mass and round brackets denote symmetrization,
We use a mostly positive space-time signature, and units in which 8πG = c = 1. The scalar field Φ is complex, and Φ * is the complex conjugate of Φ. The electromagnetic field strength is denoted F µν = ∇ µ A ν − ∇ ν A µ , where A µ is the electromagnetic potential. In (1), we have introduced the gauge covariant derivative, D µ = ∇ µ − iqA µ , where ∇ µ is the covariant derivative and q is the scalar field charge. These conventions are slightly different from the ones in our previous works [1, 2] . We shall further remark on this in section III. Observe that the EMcKG system is invariant under the gauge transformation:
for a real function χ(x).
B. The solitons
To obtain the stationary solitonic solutions [20, 21] , we shall consider an ansatz describing spherical, timeindependent configurations. For an isotropic coordinate system, the metric ansatz reads
while the matter fields are
In the following we shall be working with ansatz (3)-(4). But we observe that the gauge transformation (2), with χ = −ωt/q yields the fields:
In this gauge the scalar field oscillates with frequency ω. We recall that the critical frequency for superradiance, ω c , around a RN BH, is set by the horizon electric potential as ω c = qφ(r H ) ≡ −qÃ 0 (r H ), where r H is the radial coordinate of the horizon. This is the condition obeyed by a BH at the threshold of superradiance, which in terms of the 'old' gauge (4) reads A 0 (r H ) = 0. With our metric ansatz the EMcKG equations reduce to a set of four second order equations plus a constraint (which is one of the Einstein eqs.). For solitons, these equations are solved starting with the following small-r expansion
with f 00 , f 10 , a 0 , φ 0 four arbitrary constants and f 00 , f 10 strictly positive such that the metric has the correct signature. In the numerical integration one takes f 00 = f 10 = 1. Then a continuum of solutions is found by varying the remaining parameters a 0 , φ 0 together with q, µ.
Following [20] we choose q = 0.1. We shall also focus on the massless scalar field case µ = 0, but some remarks about the massive case will be made in section IV. The field equations are integrated numerically to find solitonic solutions by using a standard Runge-Kutta method. We start the numerical integration at r = , where is typically 10 −8 , using the expansions (6) as initial conditions. One finds that the scalar field φ oscillates about zero (see Fig. 1 ); the mirror defining the cavity can be placed at any zero of the scalar field, but here we shall always consider the mirror to be located at the first zero of the scalar field, whose radial position is labelled r = r m . Thus, in this model, for the stationary solutions, the mirror is "virtual" rather than corresponding to a concrete physical object that impacts on the EMcKG equations.
In section III we shall evolve eleven initial data sets, namely one which, according to [20] , is associated with Table I ). a stable solution (Model 0) and ten which are associated with unstable solitons (Models 1-10), all with q = 0.1 and µ = 0.
2 These models are summarized in Table I , where we also anticipate the outcome of their numerical evolution using our two schemes. To exemplify the behaviour of the various functions {f 0 (r), f 1 (r), φ(r), A 0 (r)} for typical solitons, we display in Fig. 1 their radial dependence for models 1 and 5 in Table I . According to the results of [20] these are both unstable solitons. Indeed, as we discuss below, we see them evolving in both schemes. In particular, for scheme I, one of these will be shown to decay into a hairy BH (model 1) and the other to decay into a bald BH (model 5).
2 That these are stable or unstable can be observed by examining Fig. 11 in [20] .
III. NUMERICAL EVOLUTIONS A. The framework
The numerical evolutions of our initial data are performed in the EMcKG system (1) but, following our previous work [1, 2] , we use slightly different conventions, corresponding to the following rescaling of the fields shown in (1):
The metric and mass parameter are unchanged. Rescalings (7) are imposed to all the data in Table I , which the table reports before the rescaling. This change also ensures that we use the same values for a 0 , φ 0 and q than in [20] . The time update of the different systems of evolution equations we have to solve in our code (Einstein, KleinGordon, and Maxwell) is done using the same type of numerical techniques we have extensively used in previous work (see, in particular, [2, [28] [29] [30] ). We refer the interested reader to those references for full details. Here, we simply mention that the evolution equations are integrated using the second-order PIRK method developed by [31, 32] . This method allows to handle the singular terms that appear in the evolution equations due to our choice of curvilinear coordinates. The derivatives in the spacetime evolution are computed using a fourth-order centered finite-difference approximation on a logarithmic radial grid. We also use fourth-order Kreiss-Oliger dissipation to avoid high-frequency noise appearing near the outer numerical boundary. For the simulations presented in this work we evolve the electric field explicitly and the electric potentials implicitly.
We perform the evolution of the unstable and the stable solitons by rescaling the lapse function of the 3+1 formalism [33] in the following way:
where α = √ f 0 . The lapse is rescaled to facilitate our numerical simulations, as it ensures thatα → 1 at the outer boundary of our grid, which corresponds to Minkowski spacetime.
B. The two schemes
We are interested in the dynamics of the solitons inside the cavity bounded by the mirror at r = r m . Whereas the presence of the mirror in the stationary soliton solution is a matter of perspective, its presence in a dynamical evolution must be enforced by some dynamical rule. In other words, since a generic evolution of the initial data provided by the solitons described in the previous section, will not preserve the node at r = r m , one has to place The eleven soliton models we use as initial data, all with q = 0.1 and µ = 0. From left to right the columns report: the model number, the parameters a0, φ0 and rm characterizing the corresponding solitons (columns 2 to 4), and the outcome of the evolutions for the two schemes (following columns), in particular if a hairy BH (HBH) forms or if a bald RN BH results from the evolution. In the former case, the critical frequency of the BH, ωc, and the corresponding frecuency of oscillation of the scalar field, ωΦ, are also indicated.
a mirror at the location of the node, enclosing a cavity. Here we shall consider two different dynamical rules.
In Scheme I we shall use the initial data provided by the stationary soliton solutions only inside the cavity. That is, scheme I is based on a truncated soliton. Outside the cavity we change the initial data by setting the scalar field to zero all along the computational domain, but leaving the metric fields unchanged. Whereas this is the simplest thing to do, within the "scalar field enclosed in a cavity" perspective, it has the obvious shortcoming that the initial data outside the cavity does not satisfy the field equations. In other words, the initial data is constraint-violating outside the cavity. As we show below, however, the simulation converges to a solution of the field equations within acceptable errors for this system, the endpoint being either a hairy BH or a bald BH, depending on the starting soliton. We remark that this dynamical perspective departs from that encoded in the perturbation theory considered in [20] , where the soliton extends to spatial infinity and the perturbations are required to preserve the node at the mirror location. As a consequence of this difference, model 0 in Table I , which according to [20] is a stable soliton, turns out to evolve in scheme I.
In Scheme II, on the other hand, we shall use the initial data provided by the stationary soliton solutions both inside and outside the cavity. We therefore use the full soliton. The presence of the mirror is enforced by not evolving the scalar field value at the mirror, which is initially put to zero. This ensures the presence of the node during the whole evolution and (within numerical error) the absence of scalar energy or charge flux between the inside and outside of the cavity. This enforcement leads to more localized constraint violations, which occur only at the mirror location, and to a closer correspondence with the perturbation problem discussed in [20] . The results of the evolutions, however, are qualitatively similar to those of scheme I, i.e. we see two possible outcomes, but the "same" soliton in both schemes may have a different fate. In scheme II we perturb the soliton inside the cavity by multiplying Φ by a factor slightly larger than one in order to trigger the evolution; then we consider two different perturbation factors leading to two sub-schemes: scheme IIa, with a factor of 1.05, and scheme IIb, with a factor of 1.01.
Our simulations employ a logarithmic radial grid with a maximum resolution of ∆r = 0.025M . The outer boundary of the computational domain is placed at r max = 4.5 × 10 3 , far enough as to not affect the dynamics in the inner region during the entire extent of the simulations. The (Courant) time step is given by ∆t = 0.1∆r which ensures long-term stable simulations.
C. Numerical results -scheme I
Let us start by describing the numerical results under scheme I. In Fig. 2 (top panel) we show the result for the evolution of the energy in the scalar field computed as in [1, 2] , for models 1-5. We observe that after an initial period of no remarkable change, all models exhibit a sharp decrease of the energy in the scalar field at t 150. For models 1-4 what follows is a new, non-zero, equilibrium value of the scalar field energy. However, for model 5 the energy in the scalar field keeps decreasing and tends to vanish asymptotically.
In all models 1-5 we observe the formation of an apparent horizon (AH) at a time which roughly coincides with the sharp decay of the scalar field energy visible in Fig. 2 . This is illustrated in the bottom panel of the figure for model 3. One can then compute the charge inside the AH and the charge in the scalar field using the expressions described in [1, 2] . The result is exhibited in Fig. 3 field (soliton) to the BH is observed, with the total charge (black solid line) remaining constant within an excellent approximation. Whereas in model 3 the charge in the scalar field remains non-zero signaling the formation of a hairy BH, in model 5 the scalar field charge vanishes, signaling the formation of a (bald) RN BH.
To examine in more detail the type of hairy BH that forms in the decay of the soliton we show in the top panel of Fig. 4 the real part of the scalar field for models 1-5, as a function of time, extracted at a specific radial position r = 5. Correspondingly, the bottom panel of Fig. 4 displays the real and imaginary parts of the scalar field for model 3 as an illustrative example. It can be seen that for all these models the real part is a sinusoidal function and that the real and imaginary parts have a phase difference of π/2; therefore, they oscillate with an opposite phase. The critical frequency for the BH that forms and the frequency of oscillation of the scalar field, computed as in [1, 2] are shown in Table I . They match within the numerical error, showing that these BHs are hairy BHs at the threshold of superradiance. Finally, we display in Fig. 5 the radial profile of the scalar field magnitude for model 3 and at different times of the evolution. It is worth noticing that the maximum value attained by the scalar field (best visible in the inset) is inside the BH horizon (signaled by the dashed vertical line). Therefore, the scalar field decays monotonically from the horizon to the mirror, as one expects for stable hairy BHs [1, 9] .
The results we have just discussed establish that a hairy BH can form as the outcome of numerical evolutions of unstable solitons. There are, however, two issues that must be discussed in the current scheme. The first issue is related to the constraint violations of the simulations. These arise due to the choice of initial data in scheme I, in which we set the scalar field to zero outside the mirror, but also due to the coordinate singularity at r = 0. Figure 6 plots the time evolution of the L2 norm of the Hamiltonian constraint for model 3 for three different radial grid resolutions. Whereas relatively large constraint violations are observed at some early phase of the evolution, namely during the formation of the AH and shortly after, the values of the violations decrease significantly for the remaining part of the evolution. We note that the values attained in the final state are comparable to those observed in our previous works [1, 2] .
The second issue is related to the stable solutionmodel 0 in Table I . We have checked that the time evolution of this model indicates it is not stable; rather it evolves. What concerns us here is not so much what is the endpoint of this evolution, but the fact that the soli- ton in our dynamical scheme I is not stable, whereas it is stable in the perturbation scheme considered in [20, 21] . This discrepancy underlines the fact that the dynamical perturbations considered therein are not faithfully represented by our scheme I, and leads us to consider scheme II below.
To argue the generality of the behaviour observed for models 1-5 under scheme I, we display in figure 7 panel) for models 6-10. We observe the same trend to that found in models 1-5, namely, for the same value of φ 0 sufficiently small values of a 0 lead to a hairy BH, but for larger values the final state changes and a bald RN BH is obtained instead. Model 10 is the only one whose energy decreases during the rest of the evolution after the BH is formed. The total amount of scalar field energy remaining in the cavity is larger than for the previous five models.
D. Numerical results -scheme II
We now turn our attention to scheme II. In Fig. 8 we plot the evolution of the scalar field energy, for models 0-10 within scheme IIa (the first six models in the top panel and the last five in the bottom one). The first observation is that model 0 is now stable, in accordance to [20] , and the energy remains almost constant, taking into account that the soliton is slightly perturbed. For the unstable models 1-5, a BH forms at t 200 absorbing part of the scalar field energy. For all these models, the energy in the scalar field keeps decreasing with time, tending to vanish rather than approaching an equilibrium state. A different result is found for models 6-8, displayed in the bottom panel of Fig. 8 . For these models the scalar field energy is almost constant after the formation of the BH. As observed in scheme I, however, increasing a 0 for fixed φ 0 beyond a certain value, the scalar field energy keeps decreasing with time, indicating that a bald RN BH, rather than a hairy BH, forms (cf. models 9 and 10 in the bottom panel of Fig. 8) .
The charge transfer from the scalar field (soliton) to the BH in scheme II is monitored in Fig. 9 , where we plot the evolution of the charge of the BH, of the scalar field, and of the total charge, for model 8 and for the two perturbations considered (schemes IIa and IIb). A clear charge transfer can be seen from the scalar field to the BH at the time of formation of the AH. The total charge, however, decreases when the BH forms (black curves), signaling an issue. This is in fact due to the amount of perturbation we set up initially. Comparison of both schemes shows that when the initial perturbation to the solution is reduced from 5% (scheme IIa, dashed black lines) to 1% (scheme IIb, solid black lines), then total charge conservation holds at a higher accuracy. Using a large perturbation has the desirable feature that it triggers faster dynamics and hence leads to shorter simulations; however, as this example shows, too large perturbations introduce also undesirable features in the dynamics of the system, as total charge variation.
In Fig. 10 , we show the scalar field amplitude extracted at r = 5 for model 8 for scheme IIb. As before we find that the real and imaginary parts of the scalar field oscillate with opposite phases. Moreover, as shown in Table I , the oscillation frequency of the scalar field matches, to a good accuracy, the critical frequency, establishing the formation of a hairy BH at the threshold of superradiance. We observe that, for scheme IIb, the oscillation frequency is an order of magnitude smaller than in scheme I, so we can only capture roughly one period. We note that this already required using a larger computational grid than for the simulations based on scheme I.
Let us focus now in the stable solution, model 0. We have already shown in Fig. 8 that the evolution of the scalar field energy in this model is stable in scheme II, contrary to what we found when using scheme I. To add further proof of its stable character we plot in Fig. 11 the radial profile of the scalar field magnitude for different times for model 0 without initial perturbation (top panel) and the evolution of the scalar field charge (bottom panel). These results show that this model is indeed stable during our numerical evolutions with scheme II. The solution remains essentially invariant, up to numerical error and the constraint violations induced by the presence of the mirror.
Finally, in Fig. 12 we show the evolution of the L2 norm of the Hamiltonian constraint for scheme IIa for model 8, for three radial grid spacings. We observe that although there is an initial growth of the Hamiltonian constraint violation, similarly to what happens with scheme I and also around the time the black hole forms, this violation now reaches a lower maximum than that observed in scheme I. Moreover, as in scheme I, the violations are significantly dissipated for t 400 and the evolution drives the values of the constraints to acceptable levels. Finally, the analysis with various grid spacings shows that the convergence order of the code is second order to reasonable accuracy, as expected.
IV. DISCUSSION
The endpoint of the superradiant instability of the Kerr BH, triggered by a confined bosonic scalar field, remains as an important open question in the theoretical understanding of BHs -see [34] for a review of superradiance. In particular, the discovery of new stationary BH solutions -Kerr BHs with scalar [11, 12] or Proca hair [13] -that exist at the threshold of superradiance, raises the question if these could be endpoints of the instability.
As a simpler model for this problem, with important technical advantages, recent studies of the fully nonlinear evolution of the superradiant instability have considered the EMcKG system and focused on the case of a RN BH enclosed in a cavity [1, 2] , which is also superradiantly unstable in the presence of a charged scalar field [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . 3 The dynamical evolution of this unstable system has been shown to lead to the formation of hairy BHs at the threshold of superradiance. These BHs were found in [9] (see also [10] ), and can be faced as the analogues, in this system, of Kerr BHs with scalar hair [11, 12] . The existence of charged scalar solitons in this same system, recently reported in [20, 21] , some of which are unstable, raises the question about the endpoint of these unstable solitons. Understanding this question has been the main motivation of this paper. We have tackled the question by considering two different dynamical schemes, that impose the confinement rule for the scalar field in the cavity differently. Our main conclusion is that, albeit there are quantitative differences between these two schemes -most notably, the end state of some of our models is a hairy BH when using scheme I, and a bald RN BH when using scheme II -, the main message is similar. Indeed, we observe the same pattern for both schemes: there seems to be a critical value of a 0 for a given φ 0 below which the collapse of unstable solitons leads to a hairy BH rather than to a bald RN BH. Models 6-10 in particular provide a good example. The value of the critical a 0 differs, but we see the two possibles outcomes for both schemes; for scheme I the transition occurs from model 9 to 10, whereas for scheme II it occurs from model 8 to 9. In a nutshell, we believe our numerical results provide evidence that there is a second channel for the dynamical formation of a hairy BH at the threshold of superradiance: from the decay of certain unstable solitons. The first channel is, of course, the aforementioned growth of the superradiant instability.
There are a number of interesting physical questions in this system, which our study raises, for instance: 1) is there a simple criterion/physical understanding separating the decay into a hairy BH vs a bald BH?
We have observed that for a fixed value of φ 0 sufficiently small (large) values of a 0 produce a hairy (bald) BH. Can one get a deeper understanding?
2) There are some stable hairy BHs that cannot form through the first channel, as they do not obey the µ < q superradiance requirement [5] or even a stronger lower bound [8] -see the discussion in [21] . Can these form from the evolution of an unstable soliton? More generically, what is the impact of the scalar field mass µ on our results?
3) The hairy BHs that form through the "old" channel (superradiant growth around a bald BH) are not very hairy, in the sense that the mass of the scalar configuration is not comparable to the mass of the BH. Could very hairy BHs, with almost all of the energy in the hair, form from the decay of unstable solitons?
Whereas all these questions are certainly worthwhile to address, our study has also exposed some frailties of this system that raise doubts on how much more one can pursue it, without introducing further complexity. The scalar-field-confining mirror did not impose important challenges when addressing test scalar field evolutions [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 4 , or fully non-linear stationary solutions [9, 10, 20, 21] . When making fully non-linear dynamical evolutions, however, the "virtual" mirror becames a source of constraint violations. In our previous simulations [1, 2] , the scalar field was initialized with very small values and never became too large. In the case under study here, however, the scalar field is large from the outset, as it describes a self-gravitating scalar soliton, which makes the mirror a more important source of numerical error and, consequently, makes the evolutions more challenging. Moreover, in the horizonless case, the coordinate singularity (of spherical coordinates) at the origin also sources constraint violations. Fortunately, we have observed that the system evolves towards acceptable values of the constraint violations.
We close by returning to the parallelism with the asymptotically flat case. The "cousin" solutions to the solitons studied herein are the well known boson stars [22] , self-gravitating systems formed by massive scalar fields (eventually, but not necessarily, selfinteracting). There are stable and unstable boson stars. Stable ones undergo oscillations when perturbed and show similar properties to other compact objects, such as neutron stars. Unstable boson stars, however, may collapse into BHs, radiate the energy excess or completely disperse away. These behaviours have been explicitly shown by numerical evolutions for spherically symmetric boson stars [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . In that case, however, there are no hairy BHs [49] , which require rotation and thus exist only in axisymmetry [27] . Thus, in a similar spirit to the results in this work, could unstable rotating boson (or Proca) stars form Kerr BHs with scalar (or Proca) hair? This is an interesting open question.
